
Keke Palmer, It's My Turn Now
This time, for real, trying to play it safe
Inside I feel, I've got what it takes to prove to the world who I really can be
I know for sure, there's no stopping me
No time to wait on the sides watching it all pass me by
I'm gonna be in the game, watch me play it
I'm coming with did you know
Let's get to starting this show
Turn up the lights hit the stage, no more waiting

It's my turn now &amp; you know that I'm ready
It's my turn now, yeah, I'm strong, and I'm steady
Break down the wall, gonna go for it all
It's my time, gonna shine, show you how
Because it's my turn now

I'm in my groove, now I'm having some fun
I know what to do and how to get it done
Doin' things double time
There's no holding back
Make it good
Make it right
Hear the crowd react

No time to wait on the side, watching it all pass me by
I'm gonna be in the game, watch me play it
I'm coming with did you know
Let's get it started the show, turn up the lights hit the stage, no more waiting

It's my turn now and you know that I'm ready, it's my turn now, yeah I'm strong and I'm
steady
Break down the wall, gonna go for it all
It's my time, gonna shine, show you how
Because it's my turn now
It's my now, in my heart I believe it and I can see how I can live what I'm dreaming
I understand, now I know who I am
It's my chance, gonna dance, play it loud
Because it's my turn now

1,2 now ado, just what I've always wanted to
3,4 do some more, everything you wanted ever waited for
It's my turn now and you know that I'm ready
It's my turn now, yeah, I'm strong and I'm steady
Break down the wall gonna go for it all
It's my time, gonna shine, show you how, because it's my turn now
It's my turn now, in my heart I believe it
I can see how I can live what I'm dreamin'
I understand now I know who I am
It's my chance, gonna dance, play it loud
Because it's my turn now
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